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Abstract. The travel time required to get from one location to another in a network is
an important performance measure in intelligent transportation and advanced traveler
information systems. Accordingly, accurate travel time predictions are of foremost
importance. In an urban environment, vehicle speed and consequently travel time can
be highly variable due to congestion caused, for example, by accidents or bad weather
conditions. At another level, one also observes daily patterns (e.g., rush hours),
1
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weekly patterns (e.g., weekdays versus weekend), and seasonal patterns. Capturing
time-varying features when modeling travel speeds provide an immediate benefit to
commercial transportation companies that distribute goods, since it allows them to
better optimize their routes and reduce their environmental footprint.
This paper presents a travel speed prediction methodology based on data collected
from mobile location devices installed inside commercial delivery vehicles. An analysis
is conducted using unsupervised learning to cluster data, dimensionality reduction
techniques and imputation methods to fill missing values and a Long Short-Term
Memory neural network to forecast travel speeds.

1

Introduction

Traffic congestion can be classified as recurrent (due to well-known patterns) and
non-recurrent (due to accidents, construction, emergencies, special events and bad
weather, among others). Accordingly, there is a need for models that can derive future
values from observed trends, in order to provide accurate predictions under recurrent
and non-recurrent congestion. With the increasing amount of available data collected
from probe vehicles, smartphone’s applications and other location technologies, the
challenge is no longer related to the quantity of data but rather to the modeling and
extraction of useful information from such data. This information can be of great
value for transportation companies operating in urban areas.
Given the variability of travel speeds due to usual and unusual traffic situations,
the objective of this research is to make better travel speed predictions, which should
ultimately help to generate better vehicle delivery routes. This will be done with
a neural network model that uses information extracted from data collected from
mobile location devices. The data for this study come from a software development
company located in Montreal that produces vehicle routing algorithms to plan the
home delivery of large items (appliances, furniture) to customers. This partner has
delivery routes with more than 2,500,000 delivery points, serviced by nearly 200,000
routes. Data are collected using Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) systems where
GPS receivers are usually interfaced with Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM) modems. The system records point locations as latitude-longitude pairs, instantaneous speed, date and time. Our challenge here was to develop techniques for
the management of big data that would allow prediction algorithms to perform well.
In the following, a review of the scientific literature related to our work is first
presented in Section 2. Then, our methodology for travel speed prediction is reported.
The creation of a database of speed patterns from GPS traces is described in Section
3. Then, techniques to reduce the size of the database and cluster arcs into similarity
classes are explained in Section 4. This is followed by the neural network model used
2
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to predict travel speeds in Section 5. Computational results are finally reported in
Section 6.

2

Literature review

Most urban traffic control systems rely on short-term traffic prediction and a huge
literature has been published on this topic in the last decades due, in particular, to
the advent of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Given that these systems are
highly dependent on accurate traffic information, they must collect a large amount
of data (locations, speeds and individual itineraries).
Travel speed prediction at a given time typically relies on historical travel speed
values and a set of exogenous variables. Methods to predict traffic information are
classified in [49] as 1) naive (i.e., without any model assumption), 2) parametric, 3)
non-parametric and 4) a combination of the last two, called hybrid methods. The
first three methods are described in the following.

2.1

Naive methods

Naive methods are by far the easiest to implement and to use because they do not
require an underlying model. However, one main drawback is their lack of accuracy. In
[49], naive methods are divided into instantaneous methods (based on data available
at the instant the prediction is performed), historical methods (based on historical
data) and mixed methods, where the latter combine characteristics of historical and
instantaneous methods. As a baseline for comparison with other parametric methods,
the work reported in [44] uses a simple hybrid method where the travel speed forecast
is a function of the current traffic flow rate, as well as its historical average at a given
time of the day and day of the week. In [57], the authors compare two methods for
travel time prediction, one based on data available at the instant the prediction is
performed and one based on historical data. Using the Relative Mean Error (RME)
and the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), these two approaches showed similar
performance, but were clearly outperformed by a more sophisticated approach called
Support Vector Regression (see Section 2.3).

2.2

Parametric methods

Parametric methods use data to estimate the parameters of a model, whose structure
is predetermined. The most basic model is linear regression, where the traffic variable
Vt to be predicted at a given time t is a linear function of independent variables:
Vt = β0 + β1 X1 + β2 X2 + ... + βn Xn .
3
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Different techniques are available to estimate the parameters βi , i = 1, ... n. Among
parametric methods, we consider the Autoregressive Moving Average model (ARMA)
and its Integrated variant (ARIMA), different smoothing techniques and the Kalman
filter. They are presented below.
(a) Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter is a very popular short-term traffic flow prediction method. It
allows the state variables to be updated continuously, which is very important
in time-dependent contexts. Some works related to traffic state estimation
are based on the original Kalman filter [28], as well as its extension for nonlinear systems called the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [27]. The latter is
particularly relevant since the travel times depend on traffic conditions that
are highly non-linear and dynamic, changing over time and space. In [55], a
freeway state estimator is obtained by solving a macroscopic traffic flow model
with EKF. A new EKF based on online-learning is used in [50] to provide travel
time information on freeways. Also, a dynamic traffic assignment model, which
is a non-linear state-space model, is solved by applying three different extensions
of the Kalman filter [1].
In [26], the authors use traffic data on California highways to predict travel
times on arcs and estimate the arrival time at a destination. First, travel times
on arcs are predicted by feeding the Kalman filter with historical data. Then,
this prediction is corrected and updated with real time information using the
Kalman filter’s corrector-predictor form.
(b) ARMA
To predict short-term traffic characteristics such as speed, flow or travel time,
time series models based on ARMA(p,q) (which is a combination of p autoregressive terms AR and q moving average terms MA) have been widely used. If
we consider travel time prediction, the general formulation of ARMA(p,q) is:
T (t) −

p
X

αi T (t − i) = Z(t) +

i=1

q
X

βj Z(t − j) ,

(2)

j=1

where the travel time T (t), given departure time t, is a linear function of the
travel times at previous instants, Z(t − 1), .... , Z(t − q) are noise variables and
(αi , βj ) are parameters.
ARIMA models generalize ARMA models for non-stationary time series. They
rely on stochastic system theory since the processes are non-deterministic. In
[22], the authors use the Box-Jenkins approach [4] to develop a forecasting model
4
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based on ARIMA from data collected in urban streets (i.e., 1-minute trafficvolume on each street during peak periods). After comparing several ARIMA
models, the one of order (0,1,1) yielded the best results in terms of traffic volume
forecasts, where the values of 0, 1 and 1 refer to the order of the autoregressive
model (number of time lags), number of differentiation steps (number of times
the values in the past are subtracted) and moving-average terms, respectively.
The authors in [44] compare a seasonal ARIMA model, called SARIMA, with
a non-parametric regression model where the forecast generation method and
neighbor selection criteria are heuristically improved. The tests showed that
SARIMA performed better than the improved non-parametric regression.
In [56], the authors model traffic flow with SARIMA (1,0,1) and SARIMA(0,1,1)
models. Another SARIMA model is reported in [20] to forecast traffic conditions
over a short-term horizon, based on 15-minute traffic flow data. In this case,
SARIMA outperformed the K-nearest neighbor method.

2.3

Non-parametric methods

Non-parametric methods include non-parametric regression and different types of
neural networks. Non-parametric methods are also known as data-driven methods,
because they need data to determine not only the parameters but also the model
structure. Thus, the number and types of parameters are unknown a priori. The
main advantage of these methods is that they do not require expertise in traffic theory, although they need a lot of data.
The most popular non-parametric methods for traffic prediction are the support
vector machine, neural networks and non-parametric regression.
(a) Support Vector Machine
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) was first introduced in [51, 52] and used
in many classification and regression studies. SVM is popular because it guarantees global minima, it deals quite well with corrupted data and works for
complex non-linear systems. Support Vector Regression (SVR) is the application of SVM to time-series forecasting.
In [57], the authors analyze the application of SVR for travel time prediction.
They used traffic data, obtained from an Intelligent Transportation System, over
a five weeks period. The first four weeks correspond to the training set and the
last week corresponds to the testing set. Using a Gaussian kernel function and
a standard SVR implementation, their method improved the RME and RMSE
when compared to instantaneous and historical travel time prediction methods.
5
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Due to its promising results, SVR has been used to predict traffic parameters
such as traffic flow or travel time. However, the classical SVR, like the one used
in [57], cannot be applied in real time because it requires a complete model
training each time a new record (data) is added. There are also some variants
of SVM for traffic prediction. In [54], the authors report a hybrid model called
the chaos-wavelet analysis SVM that overcomes the need to choose a suitable
kernel function. In the context of traffic flow prediction for a large-scale road
network [58], SVM parameters are optimized by a parallel genetic algorithm,
thus yielding a Genetic Algorithm-Support Vector Machine (referred to as GASVM).
(b) Neural networks
When considering data-driven methods, neural networks are among the best
for traffic forecasting because of their ability to learn non-linear relationships
among different features without any prior assumption.
The most widely used neural networks are called Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs).
They are typically made of an input layer, one hidden layer and an output layer,
where each layer contains one or more units (neurons). The units in the input
layer are connected to those in the hidden layer, while the units in the hidden
layer are connected to those in the output layer. The weights on these connections are adjusted during the learning process using (input, target output)
example pairs, so as to produce an appropriate mapping between the inputs and
the target outputs. In [8], a MLP is used to predict traffic flow from input data
(speed, flow, occupancy) collected by detection devices on a highway around
the city of London. In that application, the MLP and a radial basis function
network performed better than all ARIMA models considered. In [53], the authors exploit a genetic algorithm to fine tune the parameters and the number of
hidden units in a MLP. Their model showed better generalization abilities when
tested with new inputs. More recently, the authors in [21] report the performance of a MLP with 15 hidden units, trained with the Levenberg-Marquardt
backpropagation algorithm. Based on different error performance indicators,
the MLP showed good accuracy when predicting road speeds. In [34], a MLP
is used to predict the time needed to cross the Ambassador bridge, one of the
busiest bridges at the Canada-US border. A database of GPS records for a full
year was used to train and test the neural network.
As indicated in [32], Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are better suited for
traffic forecasting tasks due to their ability to account for sequential timedependent data. Typically, the signal sent by the hidden layer to the output
layer at some time t is also sent back to the hidden layer. This signal is pro6
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cessed with the input signal at time t + 1 to determine the internal state of
the hidden layer. This internal state acts as a memory and remembers useful
time-dependent relationships among data.
A specific class of RNNs, called Long Short-Term memories (LSTM), is now
widely used in the literature due to its proven ability to learn long-term relationships in the data. In [32], LSTM is compared to various RNNs and other
statistical methods, namely: Elman neural network, non-linear autoregressive
with exogenous inputs (NARX) neural network, Time-Delay Neural Network
(TDNN), SVM, ARIMA and Kalman filter. The LSTM achieved the best performances in terms of accuracy and stability. The work in [48] proposes a LSTM
model for short-term traffic flow prediction and compared it with Random Walk
(RW), SVM, MLP and Stacked Autoencoder (SAE). The results showed the
superiority of LSTM in terms of prediction accuracy, ability to memorize longterm historical data and generalization capabilities. In [15], LSTM and a neural
network model made of Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [9] are applied to traffic
data in California. The study showed that GRUs behave slightly better than
LSTM, while both outperformed an ARIMA model in terms of Mean Squared
Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
(c) Non-parametric regression
Another class of non-parametric methods is called Non-Parametric Regression
(NPR). It is suitable for short-term traffic prediction since it can deal with the
uncertainty in traffic flows. The objective of NPR is to estimate a regression
function without relying on an explicit form, unlike the traditional parametric
regression models (where the model parameters are estimated). The forecasting
ability of NPR relies on a database of past observations. It applies a search
procedure to find observations in this database that are similar to the current
conditions. Then, it transfers these observations to the forecast function to
estimate the future state of the system.
The k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) is a widespread class of non-parametric regression methods made of two components:
(i) Search procedure: the nearest neighbors (historical data most similar to the
current input) are the inputs to the forecast function aimed at generating
an estimate. The nearest neighbors are found using a similarity measure,
which is usually based on the Minkowski distance metric:
Lr =

n
X
i=1

7

!1/r
r

|pi − qi |

,

(3)
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where n is the dimension of the state vector, pi is the ith element of the
historical record currently considered, qi is the ith element of the current
conditions, and r is a parameter with values between 1 and 2. The most
common implementation uses a sequential search procedure. However,
as the number of historical observations increases, the sequential search
becomes very time consuming.
(ii) Forecast function: the most general approach to generate a prediction is
to compute an average of the dependent variable values over the nearest
neighbors. However, this approach ignores the information provided by the
distance metric (i.e., past observations closer to the current input should
have more impact on the forecast).
The authors in [10] were among the first to use NPR to estimate short-term
traffic flows. Their work highlighted the importance of a large and representative dataset. NPR was then applied to estimate traffic volumes from two
sites located in Northern Virginia Capital Beltway, based on five months of
observations [42]. The results showed that the proposed method can generate more accurate predictions than the other tested approaches (including a
neural network model). The work in [43] compares historical averages, time
series, back-propagation neural networks and non-parametric regression models
using a performance index that includes absolute error, error distribution, ease
of model implementation and model portability. Overall, NPR proved to be
better than the other models and was also easier to implement.
The interested reader is referred to [13] for a more exhaustive review on traffic forecasting. The following sections will now describe the various steps that we
performed to produce travel speed predictions from our huge database.

3

Deriving speed patterns from GPS traces

Our industrial partner provided us with one year and a half of GPS data transmitted by mobile devices installed in delivery vehicles (extending over the years 2013,
2014 and 2015). These GPS points were first mapped to the underlying Montreal
Metropolitan Community (MMC) network to generate daily speed patterns for each
individual arc, where a daily speed pattern for a given arc is made of 96 average
speeds taken over time intervals of 15 minutes.
In the following, the main issues related to the derivation of speed patterns from
GPS traces are briefly discussed.

8
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Data preparation

The record of each GPS point contains an identifier, a latitude-longitude pair, an
instantaneous speed, a mobile identifier, a driver identifier, a date and a time stamp
(Figure 1).
record
identifier

latitude

longitude

speed

mobile
identifier

driver
identifier

date
time

Figure 1 – Record structure of a GPS point

The available data had first to be cleaned by deleting GPS points with aberrant speeds (values less than 0 km/h or greater than 150 km/h), aggregates of GPS
points associated, for example, with parking stops for deliveries, etc. Then, the mapmatching algorithm was applied to the remaining GPS points, as described below.

3.2

Map-matching algorithm

Due to the relatively low accuracy of GPS systems, assigning a GPS point to an arc
of the underlying network is a difficult problem, particularly in dense urban road
networks. Thus, a good map-matching algorithm is required. To this end, we used
a recent algorithm reported in [23] which was slightly adapted to our context. The
algorithm works as follows:
Step 1. Identification of trips. A total of 170 and 327 different vehicle and driver
identifiers were found over all GPS points. Within a single day, it is possible to find
one driver associated with one vehicle, one driver associated with two vehicles or
more, and two drivers or more associated with one vehicle. Thus, there are clearly
different trips within a day, where a trip corresponds to a vehicle/driver pair.
Step 2. For each trip, all GPS points associated with it are considered for assignment
to arcs of the network. This is done in three main phases:
2.1 In the initialization phase, candidate arcs are those that are adjacent to the
three nearest nodes of the first GPS point. A score is calculated for each arc
based on their closeness to the GPS point, and the arc with the best score is
selected. Then, a confidence level is calculated for the selected arc to account
for the uncertainty of that choice (due to inherent uncertainty in positioning
sensors and digital maps). Here, the confidence level is based on the difference
between the score of the selected arc and the second best score. Clearly, a larger
difference implies a higher confidence level. If the confidence level is above a
9
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given threshold, the GPS point is assigned to the selected arc, otherwise it is
skipped and the next GPS point is considered. Once a GPS point is assigned
to the first arc, the same-arc phase starts.
2.2 In the same-arc phase, the next GPS point is assigned to the same arc than
the previous one, unless some conditions are not satisfied anymore (e.g., when
crossing an intersection). In the latter case, the algorithm switches to the nextarc phase.
2.3 In the next-arc phase, candidate arcs are those connected to the previously
selected arc plus those that are adjacent to the three nearest nodes of the current
GPS point. A score is calculated for each arc based on its closeness to the GPS
point and the difference in direction between the arc and the line connecting
the previous GPS point to the current one. Again, the arc with the best score
is selected, its confidence level is calculated, and topological constraints are
checked (e.g., arc not connected to the previous one, turn restrictions, etc.).
Depending on the confidence level and satisfaction of the topological constraints,
the current GPS point can either be skipped or assigned to the new arc. In the
latter case, the algorithm returns to the same-arc phase. It should be noted that
considering arcs that are close to the current GPS point, but not necessarily
connected to the previous arc, allows the algorithm to account for discontinuities
in GPS traces due to obstacles (e.g., tunnels, bridges).
The interested reader is referred to [23] for details about this algorithm.
When the assignment of GSP points to arcs is completed for each day, average
travel speeds can be calculated over time slots of 15 minutes. Thus, a new database
is obtained where each record has the structure shown in Figure 2. The next section
will now explain how this database was exploited to fit our purposes.
arc
identifier date

day

season

temporal characteristics

00:00AM ............. 11:45PM

96 avg. speed values

Figure 2 – Database structure after geomatic analysis
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Size reduction and clustering

Due to the size of our database, size reduction techniques were applied. After eliminating speed patterns and hours with too many missing data, a “prediction-afterclassification” approach was used to cluster arcs with similar speed patterns into
classes before predicting travel speed values. This is explained in the following.

4.1

Database reduction

With 233,914 arcs and 515 days in the database, we have a total of 233,914 × 515
= 120,506,910 speed patterns. Originally, the database was constructed with time
intervals of 15 minutes. That is, a speed pattern for a given arc on a given day is
made of 96 average speed values taken over time intervals of 15 minutes, thus covering
an horizon of 24 hours. Furthermore, the speed limit was stored when no observation
was recorded within a 15-minute time interval.
An elimination procedure was first applied to get rid of speed patterns or time
intervals with too few data, as described below.
(a) Speed patterns. To keep only average speed values based on real observations,
the speed limit values were removed from the database. Given that a significant
proportion of the resulting speed patterns now contained missing data, a speed
pattern was automatically discarded when the proportion of real average speed
values over the 96 time intervals was less than 5% (note that this threshold is
often suggested in the literature). In other words, a speed pattern with only 4
average speeds or less was eliminated. Through this process, we ended up with
a total of 6,667,459 speed patterns. It should be noted that only 3,485 arcs still
had at least one representative speed pattern in this database. The fact that
the original GPS traces have been collected from delivery routes in particular
sectors of an urban area explains this large reduction in the number of arcs and
speed patterns. Finally, the 96 time intervals of 15 minutes of each remaining
speed pattern were aggregated into 24 one-hour time intervals, to allow the
calculation of average speed values based on more observations in each time
interval, see Figures 3 and 4.
(b) One-hour time intervals. After reducing the number of speed patterns in the
database, as well as the number of average speed values stored in a pattern, we
then examined more closely the one-hour time intervals.

11
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Figure 3 – Number of observations per time interval of 15 minutes
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Figure 4 – Number of observations per time interval of 1 hour
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Clearly, there are intervals with no or very few observations over the entire
database, like night hours (although some observations can be found in the
database because the vehicles are sometimes moved during the night from one
location to another). Accordingly, we discarded hours where the proportion of
real average speed values over the 6,667,459 speed patterns in the database was
under 5%. After this elimination process, the number of one-hour time intervals
was reduced from 24 to 13. More precisely, only one-hour time intervals starting
from 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM were kept in every speed pattern.

4.2

Clustering

When this step is reached, we have a database of 6,667,459 speed patterns, where
each pattern is associated with a given arc and a given date. A speed pattern can
be seen as a vector of 13 average speed values, one for each one-hour time interval
starting from 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM. This number of speed patterns is still too large to
be processed by a learning-based prediction algorithm, so we had to group arcs with
similar patterns into a number of classes. For this purpose, an average speed pattern
was calculated for each arc over all its corresponding speed patterns in the database.
Since 3,485 arcs are represented in the database, this led to N = 3,485 average speed
patterns.
In the following, the clustering methods used to identify classes of arcs are described.
4.2.1

K -means

To cluster arcs based on their average speed pattern with the K-means algorithm,
the distance between two patterns was calculated using the Euclidean metric (see, for
example, [33]). At the end, K cluster centroids (classes) were obtained and the speed
pattern of each arc was assigned to the closest centroid. Since the number of classes
must be fixed in advance, the latter was purposely set to a large value, i.e., K =
200. Then, the output of the K-means algorithm was fed to a hierarchical clustering
method to further reduce the number of classes (see Section 4.2.2).
The problem solved by the K-means algorithm is summarized below, where Ck
stands for class k. The objective is to minimize the sum of the squares of the Euclidean
distance between speed pattern xi of arc i and its closest centroid µk , over all arcs.
In this objective, the variables are the µk ’s.
M in

K X
X

kxi − µk k2 ,

k=1 xi ∈Ck
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Ck = {xi : kxi − µk k = min kxi − µl k} ,

(5)

l=1,...,K

µk =

1 X
xi .
|Ck | xi ∈Ck

(6)

An iterative method known as Lloyd’s algorithm was used to converge to a local
minimum, given that solving the problem exactly is NP-hard. In this algorithm,
starting from K randomly located centroids, the following two steps are performed
repeatedly until convergence is observed: 1) Cluster assignment: construct the set of
classes by assigning each arc to the cluster centroid that is closest to the arc’s speed
pattern and 2) Update centroids: update the centroid of each cluster by averaging
over all speed patterns assigned to it.
4.2.2

Affinity propagation algorithm

The Affinity Propagation (AP) algorithm is a clustering procedure proposed in [14].
As opposed to K-means, every data point is considered as a potential centroid.
Through the propagation of so-called affinity values among pairs of data points, which
reflect the current affinity (or consent) of one data point to consider the other data
point as its centroid, some data points accumulate evidence to be centroids. The
reader will find in [14] the exact mathematical formulas that are used to guide the
transmission of affinity values and the accumulation of evidence in data points. At
the end, evidence is located only on a certain number of data points that are chosen
as cluster centroids. Then, the set of classes is constructed by assigning each data
point to its closest centroid. It should be noted that the centroids necessarily correspond to data points and that the number of classes does not need to be fixed in
advance. That is, the number of classes will automatically emerge as the algorithm
unfolds. The authors in [14] also show that AP approximately minimizes the sum
of the squares of the Euclidean distance between each data point and its assigned
centroid.
AP was applied using the centroids of the 200 classes produced by K -means as
data points. At the end, these 200 classes were aggregated into 21 different classes,
labeled from 0 to 20. Figures 5 and 6 show the number of arcs and observations,
respectively, in each class.
It should be noted that it was not possible to apply AP directly to the N = 3,485
average speed patterns, which proved to be too large. This is the reason for the twophase process, where K-means is applied first to reduce the problem size, followed by
AP in the second phase. We also tested another clustering algorithm, known as the
Mean Shift Algorithm [16], but since it proved to be worse than AP, we will omit its
description.
15
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Figure 5 – Number of arcs in each class generated by AP
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Figure 6 – Number of observations in each class generated by AP

4.3

Evaluation metrics

After clustering the arcs into 21 classes, the quality of these classes was evaluated
using two well-known metrics, namely the Silhouette coefficient and the CalinskiHarabasz score.
The Silhouette coefficient [37] associates a value between -1 and 1 with each data
point. It can be interpreted as follows: if the coefficient is close to 1, then the data
point is associated with the right cluster; if it is close to 0, then it lies between two
clusters; and if it is close to -1, then the point is not associated with the right cluster.
Assuming that a data point corresponds to the average speed pattern associated with
an arc, this coefficient is calculated as follows:
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• for every arc i, calculate the average distance between its speed pattern and the
speed pattern of all other arcs in the same class; we call this value ai .
• for every arc i, calculate the average distance between its speed pattern and the
speed patterns of all arcs in the closest cluster; we call this value bi .
• the silhouette coefficient si of arc i is then:
si =

bi − ai
.
max(ai , bi )

(7)

At the end, the final value is the average of those si coefficients over all arcs.
The Calinski-Harabasz score [7] is another measure that provides a ratio between
intra-class and inter-classes dispersion values. The clusters are better defined when
the score is higher. The score is computed as follows:
CH

(K)

T r(B (K) ) N − K
=
∗
,
T r(W (K) ) K − 1

(8)

where
K
X
X

W (K) =

(x − c(k) )(x − c(k) )| ,

(9)

k=1 x∈C (k)

B (K) =

K
X

n(k) (c(k) − c)(c(k) − c)| .

(10)

k=1

In these equations, a vector should be viewed as a column. Also, K is the number
of clusters or classes, N is the number of speed patterns (arcs), W (K) is the intracluster dispersion matrix, B (K) is the inter-cluster dispersion matrix, T r(M ) is the
trace of matrix M , C (k) is the set, of cardinality n(k) , of speed patterns (arcs) in class
k, c(k) is the centroid of speed patterns in class k and c is the centroid of all speed
patterns.
Note that each entry (i, j) in matrices W (K) and B (K) corresponds to:
(K)
Wij

=

K
X
X

(k)

(k)

(xi − ci )(xj − cj ) ,

(11)

k=1 x∈C (k)
(K)

Bij

=

K
X

(k)

(k)

n(k) (ci − ci )(cj − cj ) .

k=1
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When the Silhouette coefficient was evaluated on the 21 classes produced by AP,
a value of 0.85 was obtained. This is quite good, given that 1 is the best possible
value (note that the coefficient for the clusters produced by the Mean Shift algorithm
was equal to 0.67). Concerning the Calinski-Harabasz score, a value of 10.52 was
obtained, which is to be compared with 3.39 for the Mean Shift algorithm.
By focusing on the four classes with the largest number of observations, namely
classes 0, 2, 5 and 9, we observed that the average speeds of classes 0, 2 and 5 are
very different, ranging from approximately 25 to 45 km/hour. The average speed of
class 9 is similar to the one of class 2, but it does not evolve in the same way over
the day. When we looked at more detailed data, we observed that the arcs of class
9 are not affected by the congestion observed during weekdays. That is, as opposed
to classes 0, 2 and 5, there is no significant difference between the weekday average
speeds and the weekend average speeds. Thus, the clustering algorithm was successful
in identifying classes of arcs with different characteristics.

5

Speed prediction

This section describes the supervised neural network model for predicting travel
speeds based on the classes generated by the AP clustering algorithm. Since a data
missing issue emerges in this context, we will first explain how this problem is handled.
Then, the neural network model will be described.

5.1

Missing data

Given that input vectors for the neural network model are obtained by averaging
speeds over all arcs in a class produced by our clustering methodology, there is no
missing data in the input (see Section 6.1). However, each target output vector
corresponds to one of the 6,667,459 speed patterns in the database. Thus, it is likely
for a target output to have one or more missing values.
To handle missing values, we must input plausible estimates drawn from an appropriate model. In this process, the following variables will be accounted for: day
(Monday, Tuesday, ..., Saturday, Sunday), season (Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter),
the arc’s class label, and most importantly, the average speed in each time interval
which corresponds to the variables with missing values. Different Multiple Imputation (MI) methods will be applied [38]. These methods generate multiple copies of
an incomplete database and replace the missing values in each replicate with estimates drawn from some imputation method. An analysis is then performed on each
complete database and a single MI estimate is calculated for each missing value by
combining the estimates from the multiple complete databases [31, 38]. The meth19
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ods considered here are: Multivariate Imputation via Chained Equation (MICE) [6],
missForest (which relies on a Random Forest imputation algorithm [46]) and Amelia
[25].

Figure 7 – Correlation matrix

5.1.1

MICE

This algorithm can be described as follows:
1. Perform a mean imputation for every missing speed value by setting it to the
average over observed speeds in the same time interval.
2. Select the time interval variable with the largest proportion of missing speed
values.
3. Select the explanatory variables from those with a correlation greater than 0.5
with the selected time interval variable (see, e.g., the correlation matrix in
Figure 7).
4. Perform linear regression.
5. Replace the missing speed values for the selected time interval with estimates
obtained from the regression model. If this time interval is subsequently used as
20
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an explanatory variable in the regression model of other time interval variables,
both observed and imputed values are used.
6. Repeat steps 2 to 4 for each remaining time interval with missing values (cycling
through each variable stands for one iteration).
7. Repeat the entire procedure for a number of iterations to obtain multiple estimates.
At the end, the multiple estimates obtained over the iterations are averaged to
obtain a single estimate for each missing value.
5.1.2

Random Forest

The Random Forest (RF) algorithm [5] is a machine learning technique that does not
require the specification of a particular regression model. It has a built-in routine to
handle missing values by weighting the observed values of a variable using a matrix
of proximity values, where proximity is defined by the proportion of trees in which
pairs of observations share a terminal node. It works as follows:
1. Replace missing values by the average over observed values in the same time
interval.
2. Repeat until a stopping criterion is satisfied:
(a) Using imputed values calculated so far, train a random forest.
(b) Compute the proximity matrix.
(c) Using proximity as a weight, impute missing values as the weighted average
over observed values in the same time interval.
Typically, the algorithm stops when the difference between the new imputed values
and the old ones increases for the first time. Note that, by averaging over multiple
random trees, this method implicitly behaves according to a multiple imputation
scheme. The RF algorithm was implemented using the randomForest R-package [30].
5.1.3

Amelia

Amelia imputes missing data based on different bootstrapped samples drawn from
the database (bootstrapped data samples are large numbers of smaller samples of the
same size that are repeatedly drawn, with replacement, from a single original sample,
see [12]). It basically applies the Expectation Maximization (EM) method [11] to find
the maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of a distribution. Namely,
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1. M samples are drawn from the original database.
2. M estimates of the mean and variance are calculated for each sample with EM.
3. Each estimate of the mean and variance is used to impute the missing data.
At the end, we have M different complete databases, where the missing values in
each database have been filled with one of the M estimates of the mean and variance.
Each complete database produced by MICE, RF and Amelia is used to provide
target outputs during the training and testing phases of our neural network model.
The accuracy of the travel speed predictions made by the neural network will be
compared for the three imputation methods considered.

5.2

LSTM

In this section, we briefly describe the supervised neural network model used to predict
travel speeds, once the missing values in the database have been replaced by imputed
ones (either using MICE, RF or Amelia). The neural network model is a Long ShortTerm Memory network (LSTM). This choice was motivated by the ability of the
LSTM to handle sequential data and to capture time dependencies. First introduced
in [24], this special type of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) alleviates the vanishing
gradient problem [35] (when the gradient of the error function becomes too small with
respect to a given weight, the latter cannot change anymore). It is made of an input
layer, a variable number of hidden layers and an output layer. Each hidden layer is
made of memory cells that store useful information from past input data. Memory
cells in a given hidden layer send signals at time t to the memory cells in the next
hidden layer (or the units in the output layer, if last) but also to themselves. This
recurrent signal is used by the memory cells to determine their internal state at time
t + 1. Thus, there are connection weight matrices from the input to the first hidden
layer, from each hidden layer to itself and to the next hidden layer and from the
last hidden layer to itself and to the output layer. Furthermore, memory cells in a
given layer have three gates: one for the signal sent from the previous layer, one for
the signal sent by the memory cells to themselves and one for the signal sent by the
memory cells to the next layer. Gates can be seen as filters that regulate the signals
by allowing some parts of it to be blocked (or forgotten). Like the weight matrices
mentioned above, the gates have weights that are updated during the learning process.
The interested reader will find more details about the LSTM network model in [19].
In the next section, computational results obtained with LSTM and comparisons
with alternative approaches are reported.
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Computational study

In this section, we first define the input and output vectors of the LSTM. Then, we
describe the fine tuning of the LSTM hyperparameters. Finally, LSTM results are
reported.
Our LSTM was implemented in Python 3.5. The hyperparameter tuning experiment was performed on a Dell R630 server with two Intel Xeon E5-2650V4 of 12 cores
each (plus hyperthreading) and 256GB of memory. The server also has 4 NVIDIA
Titan XP GPUs with 3840 CUDA cores and 12GB of memory. However, our code
was limited to only 4 cores and one GPU from the server. To obtain more computation power, the final LSTM results reported in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 were obtained on
the Cedar cluster of Compute Canada. We requested 6 cores with Intel E5-2650v4
processors, 32GB of RAM and 1 NVIDIA P100 GPU with 12GB of memory.

6.1

Input and output vectors

The input vector for the neural network was first designed as illustrated in Figure 8.
Each vector is associated with a class of arcs produced by AP and is made of: the
class label, the day (Monday, Tuesday, ..., Saturday, Sunday), the season (Spring,
Summer, Fall, Winter) and 13 average speeds over all arcs in the corresponding class,
that is, one speed value for each one-hour time interval starting from 7:00 AM to 7:00
PM. The target output vector corresponds to a speed pattern among the 6,667,459
available speed patterns, where the missing values are filled with one of the three
imputation methods of Section 5.1. Obviously, the target output vector must come
from an arc of the same class, and for the same season and day than the vector
provided in input. We should also note that the speed values in the patterns were
normalized using the scikit-learn object [36].
class
label

day

season 07:00AM

........

07:00PM

13 speed values
Figure 8 – Input vector I

Unfortunately, the results obtained with this approach were unsatisfactory. To
better exploit the capabilities of LSTM to handle sequential data, we turned to input
vector II shown in Figure 9. Here, input vector I with 13 speed values is transformed
into 13 input vectors II, each with a single speed value. That is, rather than providing
at once the whole speed pattern for one-hour time intervals starting from 7:00 AM
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to 7:00 PM, a sequence of 13 input vectors from 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM is provided,
where each input vector contains a single speed value. The target output vector is
modified accordingly and also contains a single speed value taken from an arc of the
same class, and for the same season, day and hour than the vector provided in input.
class
label

day

season

xx:00

one speed value
Figure 9 – Input vector II

6.2

Hyperparameter tuning

Our database of 6,667,459 speed patterns was divided into a training set (80% of
the total) and a testing set (20% of the total), where the latter is made of the most
recent observations. Apart from the connection weights, which are adjusted through
learning, a neural network model also relies on a number of other parameters (where
parameter is taken in a broad sense) that must be set before learning takes place.
The following were considered:
• Number of hidden layers;
• Number of units in each hidden layer;
• Batch size: Number of training examples provided to the neural network before
updating the connection weights;
• Training epochs: Number of passes through the set of training examples;
• Learning algorithm: Algorithm used during the training phase to adjust the
weights;
• Weight initialization: Method used to set the initial weights, see [17] for more
details;
• Activation function: Function used to compute the internal state of a unit from
the signal it receives.
A good parameter setting for a neural network has a huge impact on its results,
as discussed in [2]. To determine an appropriate combination of the above parameters, different hyperparameter optimization strategies can be used [45], in particular
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grid search and random search. In grid search, a systematic evaluation of all possible combinations of parameter values is performed. Random search is much less
computationally expensive, given that only a sample of all possible combinations is
considered (100 combinations, in our case). Due to the curse of dimensionality, the
superiority of random search over grid search is known for high-dimensional parameter spaces [3]. Since the number of parameters considered in our study is neither
large nor small, both search methods were applied to our LSTM. The values tested
for each parameter and the final setting obtained by each method are shown in Table
1. Note that the activation function differs depending on the hidden layer considered:
the sigmoid function is used for the first hidden layer while the hyperbolic tangent
(tanh) is used for the second and third hidden layers.
Table 1 – Hyperparameter tuning using grid search and random search

Hyperparameters

Values

Hidden layers
Units in each hidden layer
Batch size
Training epochs
Learning algorithm

1,2,3,4,5
1,5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50
10,20,30,40,50,80,100
5,10,20,30,40,50
SGD, RMSprop, Adagrad,
Adadelta, Adam, Adamax,
Nadam
softmax, softplus, softsign,
relu, tanh, sigmoid,
hard sigmoid, linear
uniform, lecun uniform,
normal, zero,
glorot normal, glorot uniform,
he normal, he uniform

Activation function
Weight initialization

Grid
search
3
20
20
10

Random
search
3
20
20
10

SGD

Adam

sigmoid
tanh
tanh

sigmoid
tanh
tanh

normal

normal

Overall, the only difference between the two hyperparameter optimization methods is the learning algorithm. Grid search suggests Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) while random search suggests Adam. The latter, introduced by [29], is particularly appropriate for complex neural network structures and large datasets, as
detailed in [39]. To get a better idea, we applied the various tested learning algorithms (see Table 1) with the other hyperparameters fixed at their best value on a
subset of the database. The results obtained with the RMSE metric are shown in
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Figure 10. Based on this preliminary experiment, we decided to go with Adam.

Figure 10 – Initial comparison of different learning algorithms

6.3

LSTM results

Here, we measure the accuracy of the travel speed predictions produced by our LSTM
with three hidden layers. We also compare the results obtained with the three imputation methods of Section 5.1 to fill the missing values.
The root mean squared error and the mean absolute error are used to measure
the accuracy, where:
v
u
L
u1 X
RM SE = t
(yl − ŷl )2 ,

L

(13)

l=1

L
1X
M AE =
|yl − ŷl | .
L l=1

(14)

In these equations, L is the number of (input, target output) pairs in the training
or testing set, where the target output corresponds to an observed speed pattern.
In pair l, yl stands for the observed speed pattern and ŷl for the speed pattern
produced by the neural network for input vector l. RMSE and MAE are two error
functions typically used to evaluate how close the output vectors produced by the
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neural network are to the target outputs. Due to the square in the RMSE formula,
large errors have much more impact than small ones. On the other hand, MAE
measures the relative error and is more robust to outliers since there is no square in
its formula.
Table 2 reports the prediction errors of the trained LSTM on the testing set, based
on the RMSE and MAE metrics, using the three different imputation methods and
a variable number of imputations (i.e., 5, 10, 15, 20). Note that the authors in [41]
show that 3 to 5 imputations yield good results. But, more recently, the authors in
[18, 40] proposed 20 imputations. Thus, we chose to vary this number between 5 and
20.
Table 2 – RMSE and MAE metrics with different imputation methods

Method
MICE

RF

AMELIA

#
Imput.

MAE

RMSE

Running
time (min)

5
10
15
20
5
10
15
20
5
10
15
20

13.71
12.84
12.52
12.39
13.84
13.02
12.94
12.68
17.91
17.63
16.76
16.49

12.91
10.84
10.32
10.09
13.28
11.38
11.08
11.03
17.53
16.97
16.10
16.07

429
450
1117
1900
512
649
1640
2000
550
580
940
1500

The results show that MICE produces the best results. Although the two error
metrics keep improving with the number of imputations, most of the improvement
occurs between 5 and 10 imputations. Concerning the computing times, a substantial
increase is observed between 10 and 15 imputations for all methods. Overall, MICE
is the least computationally expensive for 5, 10 and 15 imputations. The marginal
improvement obtained with 15 and 20 imputations probably does not justify the
additional computational cost. Thus, MICE-10 seems to be a good compromise.
Figure 11 summarizes the evolution of the MAE and RMSE metrics for LSTM
with MICE-10 over a number of training epochs. We can see that RMSE drops sooner
than MAE and then keeps improving at about the same pace than MAE. Figure 12
then illustrates the differences between the observed speeds and the speeds predicted
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by the trained LSTM on the training and testing (input, target output) pairs on a
sample of observations. This figure shows that, in most cases, the predicted speed
values follow closely the observed ones.

Figure 11 – Evolution of MAE and RMSE during the training phase

Figure 12 – Comparison between observed and predicted speed values
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Comparison with other models

In this section, LSTM is compared with two alternative approaches based on a trivial
average method and a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) trained with the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm [47]. We tested MLP models with one to three hidden layers,
using a variable number of units in the hidden layers. At the end, the error metrics of
the various models were quite close, although a model with three hidden layers and
30 units in each hidden layer proved to be the best. Thus, we only report the results
for the best MLP model in Tables 3 and 4.
The average method is quite simple: if we consider an input vector of type I (II)
for a given class, day and season (and hour), the output is the average speed pattern
(value) over speed patterns (values) of arcs in the same class, for the same day and
season (and hour). The results obtained with the LSTM, MLP and average method
are reported in Tables 3 and 4 using the RMSE and MAE metrics, respectively. The
results for the two input structures are also reported to show the superiority of input
vector II over input vector I, see Section 6.1. Overall, LSTM clearly provides a better
prediction accuracy than the two other models for both the RMSE and MAE metrics.
Table 3 – Comparison of alternative models: RMSE metric

Model
LSTM
MLP
Average

Input vector I
17.22
21.92
38.04

Input vector II
10.84
15.17
32.04

Table 4 – Comparison of alternative models: MAE metric

Model
LSTM
MLP
Average

7

Input vector I
22.86
29.57
42.62

Input vector II
12.84
17.40
36.98

Conclusion

In this work, a “prediction-after-classification” approach was proposed, starting from
a large database of GPS traces collected from mobile devices installed inside delivery
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vehicles. We used dimensionality reduction and unsupervised learning techniques to
extract similarity classes of arcs to be used during the following supervised prediction
phase.
Because supervised learning algorithms are sensitive to missing values, different
multiple imputation methods were applied to obtain a complete database. The prediction problem was addressed with a LSTM neural network whose parameters were
adjusted with random search. The LSTM was then compared to two alternative
models and prove to be largely superior.
A natural extension of the work reported in this paper would be to include realtime data in the prediction process. The ultimate goal is to integrate the current
predictor into a vehicle routing optimization procedure to produce more efficient
delivery routes.
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